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College lacks detailed evacuation plan
Millstone safety violations launch College Voice investigation
I 1
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MORGAN HERTZAN
Neun Director
A ColIegeVoice investigation
has discovered that the college
does not have it's own emer-
gency evacuation plan. In the
College's 32-page Emergency
Contingency plan, given to The
College Voice, there is no specific
outline of how to remove stu-
dents, faculty, and staff in the
event of an emergency. Poten-
tial emergencies include
weather, fire,explosion and even
the unlikely event of a radioac-
tive emergency at Millstone I,
the Nuclear Power plant seven
miles from campus or in one of
the nuclear submarines sta-
tioned across the river from cam-
pus.
The plan includes how to deal
with a number of emergencies
including violent demonstra-
tions, a plane crash on campus,
hurricanes, power outages,
chemical spills and radioactive
leaks from laboratories. The plan
does acknowledge the possible
need forcampusevacuation,but
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Connecticut Office ofEmerget1CY MJ1nogement
does not spell out exactly how
people could get off campus in a
timely, safe manner. The plan
was last updated in September
of 1993 and therefore includes
such outdated information as the
wrong provost and dean of the
college. According to one high
ranking college official the plan
would go into effect as it stands
in the event of an emergency.
The College Voice investiga-
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tion was launched out of con-
cern for student safety when the
Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) found that
Northeast Utilities, the owner
and operator of Millstone I was
running the plant outside of it's
design basis and violated it'sop-
erating license. The NRC In-
spector General announced his
see Evacuation Plan page 4
Network Event Theater coming to
Conn in January, questions raised
about funding and location
BY MICHELLE RONAYNE
Editor in Chief
For months people have been
working on a way to bring Net-
work Event Theater to campus.
NET will give students an op-
portunity to view concerts and
pre-released movies on a cin-
ema-sized screen inDana Han,
in the Cummings Art Center.
While many are excited by t'he
prospect, questions are being
raised about its Iunding and lo-
cation. One major concern in-
volves the use of a $20,000 bank
CD to fund the account for NET.
The CD was crea ted as a safety
measure to ensure that if there
was a shortfall in the overall
budget for student clubs, the
college would not be forced to
cover the debt.
In addition, some faculty
members have expressed con-
cern that information about NET
was not properly communicated
to academic departments that
could be affected by its location
in Dana Hall.
Funding:
The problemstarted years ago
when the college was forced to
cover a large, cumulative debt
for student organizations. Ac-
cording to Neelu Mulchandani
'95, former head treasurer of the
Student Organizations Fund,
former SGA vice president and
chair of the Finance Committee,
and four-year member of the
Finance Committee, the admin-
istration decided thereafter to
set monies aside into a CD so
that it would avoid having to
withdraw money from the
college's operating budget in the
future. Mark Hoffman, co-
ordinator of student activities
and manager of the college cen-
ter, added that the" rainy day"
CD nas been \.n e'Jl..\s'tenc.e. $\.nce.
'oetore 'he arrrvec at the conege
five years ago.At that time, the
Comptroller put $12,000 in an
annual CD; since then the Head
Treasurer has renewed the CD,
allowing it to accrue, interest.
The end result; a $20,000 CD
managed, and preserved, by the
Finance Committee.
NET, which has been under
discussion since last April, was
discussed publicly for the first
time last Thursday, when the
SGA Executive Board an-
nounced the signing of a pre-
liminary contract for its lease. It
is to be funded, said Alex Cote,
SGA vice president, by the re-
moval of $4,000 from the CD
which is to be placed into a sepa-
rate account to fund NET. It is
expected that funding will be
withdrawn each year to fund
NET. Cote said this year's Fi-
nance Committee recently voted
to approve the expenditure. Ted
Svehlik, SAC chair, explained
that NET does not charge any-
thing for installation of the pro-
"",NET e4
FSCC reaffirms neutral position on Conn Review, discusses faculty concerns
BY JENNY BARRON
Executive Producer
The Faculty Steering and Con-
ference Committee (FSCC) reaf-
firmed their neutral stance on
the Conn Review at their meet-
ing last Tuesday. The commit-
tee, which is composed of pro-
fessors Fred Paxton,Phil Barnes,
Alan Bradford, Kristin
Pfefferkorn-Forbath, and
Catherine Spencer, also dis-
cussed some concerns members
of the faculty have with the new
publication.
Also present at the meeting
were the Board of the Conn Re-
view and Damon Krieger and
Heather Fish, co-chairs of the
Government Advisory Board.
"The FSCC does not support
the Conn Review, but neither do
we have any animosity towards
it," said Fred Paxton, associate
professor of history and chair of
FSCC. Paxton explained that to
support the publication would
be to misrepresent those faculty
who are opposed to it, while not
supporting it would ignore the
students' point of view.
"I think the Conn Review has
done us all a lot of good by bring-
ingthis [issue] up," commented
Paxton. He said that the quality
of teaching on campus is some-
thing that is very important to
everyone.
Paxton said that a number of
concerns were addressed at last
week's meeting, including the
confusion felt by faculty mem-
bers about the publication and
its impact on existing evalua-
tions.
Many professor were sur-
prised and confused when the
Conn Review evaluations
showed up in their mailboxes,
explained Paxton. Shortly after,
Phil Barnes, associate professor
of zoology and chair-elect of
FSCC, sent a voice mail message
out to all faculty explaining the
situation. Barnes told them that
theevaluations were voluntary,
need not take up class time, and
would not be considered in de-
cisions affecting tenure or pay.
Paxton also pointed out that
some faculty members do not
like the idea of students evaluat-
ing professors at all, and that
they feel that such evaluation
emphasizes presentation over
substance. He added that some
faculty feel that students do not
really know what they got out of
see Conn Review page",
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System Overload: Is a
POP server the solution?
BY MJOfEUE RONAYNE
Eduor in Chi<!
You may have noticed the DecSystem
message on ovember 8; "The
DecSystem has been unable to handle
the extreme increase in usage over the
past several weeks. The problem is com-
plicated by the fact that a secondary
machine (mvax) with less capability ac-
tually handles the email transactions."
Connie Dowell, dean of informa lion
services, said that there are plans to up-
grade the e-mail server as soon as pos-
sible. In fact the money was approved
just last week to upgrade thesystem. The
equipment has been ordered and will be
ready by next spring.
WhiJeit is true thatthese problems are
being addressed some still suggest that a
pop server would greatly reduce the
general problems with logging on or off.
"Basically the system is screwing up,"
said Erik Raven, a senior who frequently
takes advantage of the internet. In his
opinion, there has been no technical
malfunction that is causing the difficul-
ties in logging on or off, but rather there
are too many users for this type of sys-
tem.
In the past three years, more and more
users have been signing on for accounts
and the use has skyrocketed. Raven said
that much like the law of supply and
demand, there is only so much supply
for too many users.
Raven believes the POP server is a
simple solution that would cost the col-
\~e t:ou~\'Y $\.000. A.ccordmg. to Raven,
\.\. \'B \l&ed a\. t't\0&\. c.o\\~e&and \\ \s a
program that would beon students' com-
puters and would "pop you into the
computer that handles email. 1 use a
commercial system that utilizes a pop
server and it takes literally less that ten
seconds to get your mail," said Raven.
There is no hardware to buy, merely
software and licensing to run the pro-
gram on the students' computers. Ac-
cording to Raven, the Eudora program is
a POP server that runs this system for
students and is free to all users.
"I see this as a problem that should
have been addressed years ago. Nobody
has thought about the implications of
too many users. This is really something
that is quite easily fixed," added Raven.
Rudi Riet, member of the library com-
mittee, described POP server as a more
efficient means of handling electronic
mail. Rietsuggested that the Eudora pro-
gram would be a good "offline" POP
mail reader.
Raven has been talking to people about
this issueand explained that there seemed
to be some opposition to the idea of using
the POPserver. Raven's sense of things is
that they would want to limit the amount
of email a student can have with this new
system. "It makes no sense to limit it
under the new system because e-mail
would be deleted from the college's cen-
tral computer.
William Intner, also a member of the
library committee, said the committee
had been looking into these issues. "The
school is always looking into the most
efficient and effective electronic mail sys-
tem," said Intner.
There are a few concerns with a POP
server but they are being looked into by
the committee. "I wouldn't want to give
anyone the impression that a decision is
about to be made, " added Intner.
Dowell indicated that they had been
discussing the advantages and disadvan-
tages of a POP server and had not yet
made a decision on whether or not to
utilize such a server.
Susan Faulkner, systems operator, said
that a POP server may not be the way to
go. "The POP server has been touted by
some members of our community as a
cure-all for all our e-mail problems. This
is not true," said Faulkner.
bccording to Faulkner, the system
would allow some users to download
\heir e-mai\ hom \he'secondary com-
puterto their personal computers, and to
read their mail without a DecSystem con-
nection.
"In theory this would reduce the over-
load on the DecSystem by reducing the
number of sessions connected. Inreality,
the available sessions would then be ob-
tained by other persons, negating any
personal benefits," said Faulkner.
These problems, according to Faulkner,
necessitate an upgrade. "The installation
of an upgrade for the DecSystem and the
secondary machine (mvax) is necessary
to improve the email service." With an
upgraded configuration of machines, a
POP server may be installed and encour-
aged for personal mail.
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JASON SALTER
Assod/lte F""tures Editor
This time of year is filled with stories
that just warm the cockles of your heart.
Perhaps it's something about the togeth-
erness of this holiday season that makes
people give out of generosity, rather than
out of necessity. This isexactlywhat Beth
Fried '97 is hoping for from theConnecti-
cut College students with her new pro-
gram, Change for Change. .'
In its first year, just how well It Will
work still being unclear, the program
aims to give less privileged children a
little something special that theywouldn't
get otherwise. Change for Change i~ a
pilot program asking for the cooperatiOn
of students and dorms across campus.
All that is asked is for some spare change.
Students were asked to scrape together
whatever loose change they had lying
around and to donate it.
The money collected will go toward
purchasing anything from books to
gloves and coats for 30 four- to five~year-
aids in New London. These children
would have few if any gifts otherwise.
"When 1am there volunteering, we go
out and play and they don't have any-
thing," said Beth, the organizer of the
drive.
Beth is hoping to gather $1000 to go
toward gifts. Skeptics say that she is
dreaming, but she is relying on the pure
generosity of the students here for a wor-
thy cause. Already, there is more than
$200 in pennies and $150 from one dorm
alone. There are a total of 16 dorms tak-
ing part in the drive.
/')~ L'<·
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GARDE ARTS CENTER
NEW LONDON
Thursday, December 14at 8:00 pm
Reserved seating: $30 Loge (Including taX-deductible donation to the Garde)
$23.00 and $21.00. StUdent, senior and group dIscounts are available. '
TIckets are available at the Garde Arts Center Box Office.
Charge By Phone B60.444-7373.
Please Jain us In support 01 THESALVATIONARMY by
bringing" tIanatJon of non-perlshable jainJ 10 the concert.
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Elections for SGA exec board positions to come in Ap
Evacuation Plan
Continued from page 1.
the course until much later.
"It's a defensible position and one that
we want to get out for discussion," com-
mented Paxton. He added thatthe Conn
Review board has done a very good job
getting the information out there once
they knew that it was lacking.
"I think the faculty are pleased with
the way things have worked out," he
said.
Lou Carter, '96 and president/ founder
of the Conn Review, agreed, saying he:::i happy with the outcome of the l;""'l"~'~'~":'l'=_'ll'~'";"V,',";":":::;";;;" :::.. :::.. :'l!.....:'l!.:::...•".,.'¥·· ••\';\·;N,•. :::::!0!!::Y'··;::.·::.m..·.i4· ..;:· ... ·:;;· :z:;.....:: ..!1•.i:'j. 7,.·,':"'·...··;:·.,,·;:•. !i··•.:;;;.·. .z:·r;;..m;:;:·":::· •.m.....E·.• ~i
"Most of them [FSCC] were very un-
derstanding of the issues involved," l"
Carter commented. "I think the meeting I"
brought us one step closer to working :.
together with the faculty on the issue of
evaluation of courses."
On a related note, Claire Gaudiani,
Pregnant?
Need someone to talk to?
* Free Pregnancy Tests *
* Immediate Results *
* Confidential *
Contbluedfrom page 1
findings in a meeting in New London
last week. The Inspector General's inves-
tigation was launched after a Millstone
engineer, George Galatis, claimed that
the plant was conducting dangerous re-
fueling practices.
Lynn Brooks, vice-president for fi-
nance, admits that the college does not
have an evacuation plan. /IAlthough it
[the emergency plan] does not include a
detailed evacuation sub-plan, writing one
has been our plan from the start ....In due
course, we will draft a full evacuation
plan and circulate it on campus," Brooks
said in a written statement to The College
Voice.
He said in a phone intervi~ that a'1\
evacuafiOn plans are flaweti;but that it is
still a good idea to have one. Brooks, who
is a former State Energy Department
employee, said that it would be very
difficult to evacuate any coastal area be-
causeyou only have 180degrees toevacu-
ate as opposed to 360 degrees in main-
land situations.
"Students do not have a reason to be
concerned. Students are in danger of
many things, an accident at Millstone is
not one of them," Brooks said. But Mill-
stone employee George Galatis says that
the refueling practices at Millstone are a
risk to the public. "Any time rules a
broken the public is at risk." said Galatis.
Northeast Utilities spokesman Rich
Gallagher claims "there is no risk to the
public."
The college is included in the City of
New London's .emergency' evacua\ion
plan.
According to Reed Burdick, civil pre-
paredness director, it would be possible
to evacuate all students from campus.
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Conn Review
president of the college, said recently
that she is in favor of the Conn Review.
"Ibelieve that students have an impor-
tant role to play in applying critical as-
sessment to the learning experience in
the claSSroom," said GaudianL "Stu-
dents are one important source of infor-
mation on the excellent teaching that this
college prides itself on." She added that
more insight and more information from
more people creates a richer learning
environment for everyone.
=======-----.."
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Burdick does admit that it would take
two hours from the time an evacuation
had been declared necessary until the
city would be able to start moving stu-
dents off campus. This delay would be
caused by wait time for buses from other
counties to arrive to remove the Conn
students. Claire Gaudianni, president of
the college, concedes that although New
London has it's own plan, the college
should have a redundant plan to overlap
that of the cities. Brooks says that the
college is currently working to imple-
ment an evacuation plan. Although the
possibility of a radioac.tive emergency \s
snm.. i\ \s necessa:ry \0 be '9'Ceva:reo.\0
evacua\.e, sa\.o.~u.'[q\c.\c....
. "It's like a seatbelt, you don't get in t6
a car and plan on getting into a crash, but
'if you do it's good to have one on," he
explained.
1111
• WOMEN HELPING WOMEN•
PREGNANCY SUPPORT CENTER
402 Long Hill Road 1
Groton, CT I
L... -:--_{_20_3_}_44_8_-2_990 ...,jI
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Contm-t from pogt J
gram, but does require payment for the
showing of programming as well as for
equipment.
Hoffman said that money had been
removed from that CD in the spring of
'93 for capital expenditures.
Although the college administration,
and student government are in agree-
ment about the use of the CD to fund
lIT, there seems to be a question about
whose jurisdiction the CD actually faJIs
under. According to Mulchandani, the
CD is for the students, but was never
intended for use by student government
to fund such event programming. "I am
so upset about this ... itwould have come
to use if there were another deficit... that
$20,000 is the students' money:' shesaid.
She added that it is her belief that Mark
Hoffman, the Head Treasurer, and the
Comptroller share jurisdiction over the
money. "It is not the Vice President's
money to play with," she emphasized.
However, Kate Newberry, head trea-
surer of student organizations fund, said
it is technically under the control of the
Finance Committee. Student Org oper-
ates like a bank and oversees all financial
transactions. Newberry said every year
when accounts get closed out the Fi-
nance Committee votes on whether to
put a portion of the surplus into the CD.
The rest of the excess rolls over into the
next year's student activities budget. She
added that a separate account will be
created for NET. Newberry said she be-
lieved the idea was to remove $4,000 a
year, liquidating just a portion of the CD
but added that she was not sure what
had definitely been decided.
Mulchandani contradicts and said that
the account was rolled over each year. To
her knowledge no student money was
ever added.
A..\e.xCo\e said \:.hemoney was under
<a'\u.6.e:n.\.ot:WU'-\:z.a\.\.on' '0 <:..on\1:0\ as well as
the Finance Committee's. Some Assem-
bly members have expressed concern that
therewas no vote taken by SGA on ap-
propriating this money for the NET ac-
count. Cote said that nowhere in the "C"
Book does it state that a vote needs to be
taken.
However, the "C" Book states on page
22 that: "All transactions within any of
the Student Organizations accounts that
are comprised of student activitv funds
not otherwise accounted for in the bud:
get process, must be approved by the
Finance Committee. Transactions over
$1,000 mustalsobe approved by asimple
majonty of Assembly."
Two weeks ago when Finance Com-
mittee approved $1310 for the After the
Holiday Parties Party they brought that
to a vote on the Assembly floor.
And it seems that this is student activ-
ity money because Ted SvehJik, SGAstu-
dent activities chair, indicated it was origi-
nally in their budget request but they did
not receive the money because it was
unclear as to whether or not the deal with
NET would go through. When it became
clear that it was 90-95 percent a done
deal, Finance Committee approved the
money.
Regardless of who exactly controls the
money, Mulchandani believed that
money should not be removed from the
CD because it was also there to protect
against any problems that might arise.
"So many things can happen and on this
campus something always comes up:'
said Mulchandani.
She posed the question: "What would
happen in the event of a theft or fire?"
She added that the building is insured
but not the property inside. Hoffman
said that the college had such a large
deductible on the insurance that student
government property would not be cov-
ered. But Mulchandani's point was that
the CD could then be used to cover such
expenses and it should be used only in
cases of emergency.
In terms of insuring property Hoffman
added that they were currently in the
process of cataloguing student govern-
ment property. They are going to photo-
graph and get serial numbers for all prop-
erty. This primarily involves clubs like
The College Voice and WCNI because they
have a lot of expensive property as well
as some sport clubs that have a lot of
equipment.
The College's role in funding:
SAC will accept a managerial role in
providing NET to the campus. Svehlik
has been working on this project since
last P-.pri\. 'Final\y, th.ey Me lust a few
steps away from signing the contract.
Lynn Brooks, vice-president for fi-
nance, has been working closely with
Svehlik on this project and will he will
sign the contract with NET. Svehlik ex-
plained that there is no fee for installa-
tion but that they must agree to pay for a
certain number of seats. For example it
they are showing a movie, then they
agree to selling one hundred seats at five
dollars each. They must then pay NET
$500 from the NET account but they can
still make revenue to keep the fund going
throughout the year.
SAC can decide to charge money at the
door and use that revenue to replete the
account. If however, they run out of
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OPINIONS/EDITORIALS
animal "rights" and vegetarian-based environmental-
ists to decide that plants are of lesser value, only be-
cause they are sentient and can decide.
This last sentence brings me to my conclusions for
this article. What are we to do? Clearly there is abuse
of animals in the world; we can find some news story
every week about some episode that is morally repug-
nantto any intelligent person. Butwhere exactly do we
draw the line? Isn't there some scientific way to place
value on an organism to decide whether human use of
it forone reason or another isdefensible? That'sa tough
one. Evolution is not progressive; there is no scala
naturae. Evolution does tend toward greater complex-
ity over time, but these more complex species tend to be
highly specialized also and thus more susceptible to
extinction during periods of extreme environmental
change. That was the fate of the dinosaurs, a group of
highly complex and sentient organisms, 65 million
years ago. Sovalue that is based on complexity doesn't
work. Some evolutionary biologists define evolution-
ary "success" as the degree of persistence of a group in
the geologic time scale. If we use that measure, then
cockroaches beat mammals hands down. There have
been various species of roaches on this earth for over
200million years; mammals can claim existence for 100
million years at best, and the genus Homo, to which
humans belong, maybe five million years. Will accep-
tance of this measure make you feel at all bad the next
time you set out that roach motel? Probably not. What
we are left with, then, is the need to be reasonably
conscious of the fact that humans evolved as a natural
part of the biosphere and belong in some way to its food
webs. However, the evolutionary experiment of our
large brain has seriously compromised the biosphere
and its ecosystems and disrupted our normal place in
those webs, mostly as a result of overpopulation and
the increasingly destructive use of technology to sup-
port it. Iwould urge the animal" rights" activists and
vegetarian-based environmentalists to focus their en-
ergy on promoting the control of human population
growth. There is farmore cruelty, pain and death in this
world because of it than any use of animals for scientifi.c
education or research. Certain\y don.' t ~\.ve.uVtne i\.~\
against blatant abuse and rrcsarcermera 0\ animals \\
capture and turn over to the humane society about
three domestic animals per year that have been aban-
doned near ~y home). Ialso hope that these activists
understand how insulting and confrontational it is for
them to accuse the zoologists and psychologists of
being intellectually and morally inferior to them, while
they exhibit such linear, one-dimensional thought to-
gether with their scientific ignorance. This lack of
complexity of thought is the antithesis of what a Con-,
necticut College ed ucation is all about. IfIhaven't over
extended my welcome in the College Voice with the
length of this article, Iwould like to return early in the
spring semester with another, shorter piece to argue the
benefits of the use of biological organisms, both plant
and animal, in scientific research.
Animal "rights", scientific
illiteracy and vegetarian-
based environmentalism
For several weeks at one point this semester, various
letters and columns have appeared in the College Voice
that "support" the issues of animal "rights" and veg-
etarian-based environmentalism. These issues are of-
ten intertwined. Forexample, the proponents ofanimal
"rights" and vegetarianism offer various "facts" that
support their view that these issues are fundamental
tenets of environmentalism. Iput the word "facts" in
quotes for two reasons. Either (I) these facts tend to be
actual scientific data that have been purposely and
solely selected as support for the position, while alter-
native, contradictory or problematic data are ignored.
Or (2)what isworse, they are an indescriminant mixof
anti-sciencepropaganda and semi-believable anecdotes.
As a consequence, Isee the proponents of these posi-
tions, who are publicly espousing them on this campus
and who are encouraging others to join them, as doing
a real disservice to the very real need for animal welfare
and environmentalism. Iwould like to take the rest of
this article to attempt to clarify some of the scientific
issues, as best I can. Also Iwould like to try to convince
the reader thatwhat these proponents ofanimal "rights"
and vegetarian-based environmentalism are actually
trying to do, consciously or unconsciously, is to impose
a highly selective and highly personal choice of amoral
code on others, while they themselves engage in a
certain level of moral hypocrisy.
What exactly constitutes animal "rights" and/or en-
vironmentalism is a complex and multifaceted issue
that deserves careful consideration on two major levels.
The first level is the biological complexity of the ecosys-
tem itself. This complexity is either ignored or selec-
tively manipulated by these "proponents." For in-
stance, in her letter of November 7, Ms. O'Donoghue
argues that frogs taken from natural environments
reduce the degree of natural pest control, thus requiring
the need for the use of more pesticides. It sounds like a
reasonable argument. However, Iassume that this use
refers to agricultural crops, because they are, by far and
away, the major site of human pesticide deployment
(aside from suburban lawns). Now we have a problem
with the "facts" of the argument. The type of frog of
concern here is the leopard frog, Rana pipiens, which
requires the very moist habitats of lake and stream
shores or nearby dense grass, beneath which the hu-
midity is high. If you have ever been in a corn field or
soybean field, you know that these areas do not fit the
"moist" criterion very well. Also, it is unlikely that a
three inch high frog with a one-to-two inch tongue is
going to be a very effective insect predator at the height
of the insect pests, 24-72 inches above the ground for
corn. The problem here is not the lack of frogs in the
agricultural field; it is the field itself! Such a monocul-
ture ecosystem is highly susceptible to disturbance of
many kinds, not the least of which is attack by a large
diversity of agricultural "pests", such as insects and
fungi. The only way topreserve enough yield from this
unnatural ecosystem for human use is to cover ItWIth
pesticides, towhich, by the way, the pests quickly adapt
and new pesticides need to be developed. .
Butwe need such fields,huge numbers of such fields,
to supply the human population with sufficient food.
This fact leads to two paradoxical problems for those
who espouse vegetarianism as supportive of en:,iron-
mentalism and animal" rights". One problem ISthat
such agricultural fields are very inefficient sinks for the
removal from the atmosphere and storage of carbon
dioxide one of the greenhouse gasses. The best ecosys-
tems fa; such removal and storage of carbon dioxide are
forests. But forests have to be cleared to make land
available for the fields. And the larger that the human
population sizebecomes, the greater the need for larger
numbers or sizes of such fields. Therefore, Simply
because one is a vegetarian does not guarantee that ~ne
is free from contributing to environmental degradation
ofthe biosphere. The best way to attempt to deal With
this problem is to reduce human population growth.
But what about new technology? Can't that reduce the
space needed to raise the same amount of, or even ~ore,
food crops? Such suitable large-scale technologies to
date have utilized pesticides, fossil fuel consumption
and overuse of fresh water supplies. Dowe want to do
even more of thevery things that lead to environmental
degradation?
The second paradoxical problem alluded to in the
previous paragraph also involves the second level of
complexity that Imentioned at the start. The pesticides
that are used in these fields, from which your soy-
burger and tofu ultimately arise, effectively and mas-
sively kill a whole suite of other species of animals,
defined as pests, thai are no lessevolutionarily impor-
tant than frogs, but seem not to be important to the
animal" rights" people. Wesee a simllar lackof concern
for well-known organisms that invade our domestic
abodes, such as termites, carpenter ants, cockroaches,
spiders, silverfish, etc. Also, when the foundation for a
new building is dug, whether it is for your parents'
home or commercial use, hundreds of thousands of
organisms aredisplaced or killed. Most of these organ-
isms are invertebrates that are unfamiliar tomostpeople,
such as nematode worms and millipedes and hosts of
microscopic soil organisms such as slime molds. But
there are also various species of earthworms, leafhop-
pers, grasshoppers, crickets and some vertebrates such
as deerrnice, salamanders and some reptiles, especially
snakes. In the same vein, thousands of flying insects
and other small animals are killed every summer by
vegetarian and animal "rights" activists as they drive
across the landscape in their cars. Animal "rights"
supporters seem conveniently to be able to ignore the
death and destruction visited on such organisms. Why
is it okay that millions of organisms be killed that are
defined as pests or are in the path of our cars, especially
when they are invertebrates? We humans have in-
vaded their habitats, rearranged their environments,
and so thoroughly displaced them, while all they are
doing iswhat they are evolutionarily adapted to do. It
is our presence in their habitats that makes them pests!
Animal "rights" activists simplistically define away
this moral ambiguity problem for themselves by the
invocation of sentience.
Sentience is the presence of a large brain and central
nervous system similar to that of humans, which im-
plies further similarity, to some degree, in seH-aware-
ness, thought, emotions and responses to pain. \ have
no argument with the idea or existence of sentience.
The problem lies in the implied assumption that sen-
tient organisms are somehow "better" or "more impor-
tant" than non-sentient organisms. The placement of
these organisms at the top of some sort of scale of nature
(sound familiar? the scala naturae of Aristotle?) is an
example of blatant scientific illiteracy. The scalanaturae
idea was discredited in the early-to-mid 1800's,when
the theory of evolution emerged. With Darwin's pub-
lication of On the Origin a/Species by Means of Natural
Selection, humans were scientificallyknocked from their
religiously and philosophically self-anointed pinnacle
of nature. Humans are just another population of
organisms that exist today because of evolutionary
change, just like cockroaches, nematodes, snakes, Spi-
ders, pathogenic viruses and bacteria, internal and
external parasites like tapeworms and ticks, not to
mention all of the groups of plants, fungi, etc. In a
biological sense, all currently living species have" equal
value". Therefore, the use of plants and not animals for
food makes no sense from the biological value point of
view. This choice is inherently a personally human
emotional choice and has no biological justification. (I
do not deny that health and medicallydependent choices
are real, nor that more people could be fed per plant
food unit. However, we are not likeherbivores, such as
cattle, deer, etc., whose digestive systems and feeding
behaviors allow them only to feed on plants. Such
adaptations would be "biological justification".) Plants
are no less living organisms than animals. Plant cells
are just as complex, grow and divide in very similar
ways, process metabolic energy in similar way~,and
respond to the environment through changes rn the
electrical charges across their cell membranes. Large
central nervous systems are simply an evolutionarily
enhanced use of this one feature shared by all cells,
membrane excitability. If it is acceptable to use one such
feature of a cell to define evolutionary value, then why
not choose photosynthesis? It issomething that animal
cells cannot doat all! Plantcellscancaptureand convert
the energy of sunlight into chemical energy for use in
cellular metabolism. They do not have to kill any other
type of organism to survive. Ofwhat value is a central
nervous system if there is not any photosynthesis
around? From the plants' perspective, all animals are
inferior to them. Animals are the pests and the para-
sites. What arrogance and extreme bias it is for the
)
f
Phillip Barnes, Associate Professor of
Zoology, Connecticut College
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The Banality of the Respectable
Throughout human history, trends in culture,
ethics, and other fields of endeavor have arisen
which were at the time of their conception consid-
ered out of the "mainstream". A less euphemistic
way of stating this would be to say that the average
person thought they were dreck. Examples of
such ideas are some aspects of social ethics in the
U.S. during the last 35 years, surrealist art, and
post-tonal music, which were once widely consid-
ered with little regard, and are now accorded awe
and respect. However, the rise in respectability of
"L' Age d'Or," or" A Survivor from Warsaw" does
not really solve the problem that people judge
subsequent events almost dotingly on previous
criteria and the reactions of those around them.
The Viennese critics of the early 1900's despised
Schoenberg's work, because they were acclimated
to music with a tonic center. Our acceptance of
Schoenberg does not mean that the "mainstream"
ethos has been demolished, only that it has been
altered somewhat. The basic trouble eventually
spirals back to the fact that most people have the
mentality of so many sheep, and do exactly what
they are told in all respects. Therefore, if the
"mainstream" tells them to hate Schoenberg's
work, they hate it. If the "mainstream" tells them
to love Schoenberg's work, they love it. Therefore,
adjusting the "mainstream" is not the answer to
the central problem concerning the way most
people pretend to do what they believe to be
"thinking". The whole "mainstream" concept
must be destroyed, and the only element that is
capable of doing that is each individual mind. The
only reasoned approach to rational thought is to
pay absolutely no attention to what others are
saying, and indeed, what has ever been said. The
mdivio.u.a\. 'has \he o.u'ty 'toani.ve atbis 0'[ he't own
conclusions solely from his or her own mind
without bluffing their way through life the way
the average cretin does. This is why the "main-
stream" acceptance of new ideas is not liberation
but merely a "changing of the guard" through
which people continue to hold themselves captive
to the aggregate will.
Rudolf B. Radna '98
though Ihave had only six professors here, if Ihad
to evaluate them, each would receive a glowing
review.
There have been concerns that the "measure-
ments" of the faculty by the students will be "de-
humanizing and mechanical," - Joseph Katz, but
as said before, the students are here because they
want to be, and they stay here because they like the
teaching styles and the education they are receiv-
ing. We are adults now. We respect our educators
and want to work closely with them to help us
grow into successful, talented adults. The Conn
Review will strengthen the bond between educa-
tor and student.
This review should not be regarded as an outlet
that enables disgruntled students to bash their
professors. Itshould instead be seen for what it is;
an oppurtunity for students to make better in-
formed curricular decisions. Only the quality of
teaching will be critiqued and Ihope that profes-
sors will remember that all critique is constructive.
Ialso hope that he or she will remember that the
constructive criticism came from the people they
are teaching. Professors should use the criticism to
change what is wrong and enhance what is right
with their classes.
Connecticut College is about the students, fac-
ulty, and administration working together as one.
The Conn Review will help bring those three
distinct parts together for the betterment of our
educational community.
Eric Varin '99
Dissection is not necessary
for all taking Zoology 112
I would like to address a few points that were
made in the article sta ting tha t dissection is essen-
tial for science students. I agree that in the past
mistakes were made, but I feel that this is still a
very important issue and that options should be
available for those of us who want to reduce dam-
age to the environment and to the numbers of
animals used for dissection.
I want to acknowledge the mistake I
made two years ago regarding petitions.
It is true that I jumped into it without
much knowledge of the issues and with-
out going to the departments first. Iagree
that It was the wrong thing to do, and I
learned from my mistake. As a result I
~pe~t a large part of last semester gather-
mg information and doing research on
dissection and its alternatives before I
spoke to the Zoology department.
After obtaining a substantial amount
of information, Iwrote and submitted a
proposal along with a list of possible al-
ternatives to Dr. Barnes, the chair of the
Zoology department. Although the pro-
posal was slightly altered to fit into the
~ditorial section of The Voice, the major-
ity of It was kept in order for students to
read what was submitted. Iwould be
happy to show anyone the actual pro-
posal as well as the list of alternatives if
~terested. I gave most of the descrip-
tions of the alternatives to Dr. Barnes, so
he would be the person to ask for specific
information about those.
Unfortunately, I have not found him
quite as acceskble as Manrique suggested.
We met a fe~ times last year and talked
about possibilities, but this year he has
not yet had the time to meet with me to
further discuss the issue. I felt that the
next step was to find support from stu-
dents, because we are directly affected by
the decisions made about dissection. Ihope that
this will increase communication between faculty
and students about alternatives to dissection.
Ifeel strongly that students who do not want to
dissect should be given an alternative because if
we do not want to partake in the cutting up of
animals, watching rather than cutting does not
save lives- we are still directly involved. If we
simple leave, we lose points on the exam because
we do not know the material. Alternatives would
enable us to learn without feeling that we are
compromising our morals and contributing to en-
vironmental damage. Iwant to emphasize that I
did not say that all dissection should be stopped. I
do not want to take the choice away from those
people who feel that it is crucial to their education.
It is true that real animals have variation that
alternatives lack because of their complexity, but
knowing this without seeing it first hand seems
sufficient for people who are not going to continue
on in Zoology.
While people may take something else as a gen-
eral ed. requirement, Ifeel that those who want to
learn some zoology should not have to choose
between dissecting or taking another course. Zo-
ology 112 is a core requirement for environmental
studies majors, even if one wishes to pursue the
social science aspect of the major. We should be
offered an alternative since we have no choice but
to take the course.
As an environmentalist, Ido not feel that dissec-
tion is necessary for my education. It contradicts
my beliefs. I do not want to contribute to the
inhumane treatment of animals by supporting
biological supply companies or by cutting them
up, and Ido not want to contribute to the pollution
that dissection creates. Ishare these opinions with
manypeop1e. Ido not want to eliminate dissection
because Ifeel that it is an individual choice but I
would like to see the option for those of us opposed
to it.
I am very willing to discuss this issue with
anyone. Please feel free to come by Earth House or
call me at x3875. Thank you.
Brigitte O'Donoghue '96
The Conn Review will
be good for the college
"The Review will serve as a method of increasing
student intellectual awareness. As such, it will
foster .an.environment of pride for the college and
supenonty of mstruction among our ranked com-
petitors." This qu~te from the Proposal/Report of
the Conn Review mcorporates just what is trying
to be accomplished in the Connecticut College
community today. Even though Iam only a first
semester freshmen, Iknow that there is an over-
whelming feeling of pride for this school amongst
the students and faculty. We the students are here
because we want to be, and we stay here because
we excel in this type of atmosphere.
The Conn Review will only enhance the Con-
necticut College experience. It has been estab-
lished for the students, by the students. This
means that the students have an immense amount
of control on how the Conn Review runs. What I
don't understand is why the faculty does not sup-
port this course evaluation guide. Connecticut
College has a conglomerate of some of the most
elite edu~ators in the academic world today. Their
level of instruction and ability is well respected
everywhere. The students support the review,
that IS evident by the 890 students that signed the
petition; only 11 professors and instructors sup-
port it. Why is there such a small number? Even
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Conn review falls under the
jurisdiction of the faculty
who do not approve of it
I note with interest the report in the November
21 Voice that" According to Lynn Brooks, vice
president for finance, the administration will fund
[The Conn Review 1in the form of a loan for the first
two semesters of publications" of course evalua-
tions based on student questionnaires. I am inter-
ested in the report first because the use of a college-
wide system course evaluation has been consid-
ered by the Faculty at least twice in the last several
years, but has never been approved, and second,
because in this era of tight budgets we should be
wary of unwise use of funds, however small the
amount. I believe that whatever the wisdom of
having a college-wide questionnaire, going about
it in the proposed way is unwise. It entails circum-
venting the usurpation of the authority. If the
Faculty as a body has considered and not ap-
proved an activity within its proper authority and
responsibility, thenitisnot appropriate for amem-
ber of the Administration to authorize funding for
that activity.
We should share in our governance. Usurpa-
tion, however, isnot what we usually have in mind
when we speak of "sharing." I suggest that the
Vice President reconsider his decision.
To clarify the matter, there are at least four
questions at issue: 1) Is it wise to have such a
college-wide course evaluation form? 2) If so, who
should be responsible for writing, administering,
processing and using the data it generates? 3)
Should a student organization sponsored by the
Administration, but without approval by the Fac-
ulty as a whole; administer a questionnaire? 4)
Should students administer such a questionnaire
using their own resources without approval of the
Faculty or the aid of the Administration? I am
speaking only to the third issue. Absent Faculty .
approval, the Administration should not fund a
student activity that clearly falls under Faculty
jurisdiction.
J.Alan Winter
Professor of Sociology
Witness to tragedy in Israel
I am writing this article as a first hand testimony
to what has happened to the State of Israel in the
past two days. The recent events in Israel have ~eft
a shattering effect on my psyche and state of mind
and will no doubt have severe implications on the
future of the Middle East.
Inmy opinion, the assassination of Prime Minis-
ter Yitzhak Rabin two days ago in Tel Aviv marks
one of the darkest days in Israel's history. For the
past three months I have been studying atTel Aviv
University on my junior year abroad and have first
hand observed what life is like in this endlessly
volatile land. I want to make it clear that as a Jew
I love this country very much and am concerned
with its welfare as if it were a member of my
family. With the tragedy here on November 5,
Israelis have united with the Diaspora of Jews
around the world to come together not only as a
nation, but as a people.
Yitzhak Rabin was assassinated at a peace rally
in Tel Aviv when a lone gunmen shot him as he
was about to enter his car and leave. I was at the
rally when he was shot although I had already left
before the killing. There were approximately
100,000 people there and the mood was festive and
spirited as everyone was there to support the
peace process. I was back in my dorm room when
Hound out what happened and my heart fell into
my stomach. The mood here quickly changed
from a typical night in the dorms to a tremendous
feeling of helplessness, shock, and grief. It was
impossible to call home to the United Sta tes and no
one could get through to their families. We all
huddled into rooms with radios and prayed that
he was going to pull through. After a while, I went
down to the snack bar where a few Israelis were
gathered around the radio. The word on the news
before I left was that he was in serious condition
and they were not saying what part of his body
was wounded. We all had hope that there was a
chance. However, shortly after arriving at the snack
bar I heard the word MET on the radio - the
Hebrew word for dead. I was shocked.
The emotions I ha ve experienced since then have
been like a roller coaster. Last night I went to
Jerusalem at two in the morning (jerusalem is a 45
minu te bus ride from Tel Aviv) to go to the Knesset
(where the coffin was on display for the country to
walk by and pay their respects). The scene there
was unlike anything else I have ever seen before in
my life. Three things ran through my mind as I
witnessed hordes of people crying, praying, and
wondering why. First! thought to myself tha t I am
experiencing history and there will never be an-
other moment in my life this profound and impor-
tant. Second, I felt,even though I was not an Israeli,
that something was taken away from me also
because I am a Jew and a lover of Zion. Finally, I
began to say to myself as I saw the pain of the
masses, that these people do not deserve this. This
young country has seen more violence and blood-
shed in the last fifty years than is possibly compre-
hensible to non-Israelis. All they want is peace
now and they have given so much for it. Now, at
the point in history where they are the closest ever
to peace, their leader has been robbed from them.
Rabinwasawarheroandhislliestoryissynony-
mous to the history of Israel. By the time he was in
his mid twenties he was the commander of the
Israeli army, one of the best armies in the world.
He knew what war was and was trying to say that
enough is enough. He was killed because he
wanted peace.
I am glad that I was here for these even ts and tha t
I witnessed them personally. I feel today closer
than ever tomy people, the people ofIsraeI. I never
thought it possible that one Jew could assassinate
another Jew when there are so few of us in the
world today. The mood in Israel now is still of
shock and of helplessness. Watching the funeral
today on Israeli TV was tremendously painful and
I came to tears on two different occasions. First
when Rabin's wife Leah was shown crying on
President Clinton's shoulder and second when the
military leaders of Israel saluted Rabin's coffin.
In Israel now the entire country is obviously
consumed with one issue. The streets are silent
and there are candles being lit all over the country.
Earlier today I went to Rabin's Tel Aviv horne were
a mass candlelight ceremony was taking place.
Tonight, we are planning on going to a memorial
ceremony at the place where Rabin was shot in Tel
Aviv, called Gan H'eer (Garden in the city).
I have now begun to realize the full meaning of
what has happened and I can not believe it. Rabin
was a wonderful man who accomplished more in
his term in office than anyone thought possible. He
was a martyr of peace who was killed by a de-
stroyer of freedom. Hopefully, under the present
guidance of Shimon Peres, the Israeli government
and people will be able to carry out the dreams of
Yitzhak Rabin. Today, the State of Israel mourns
the loss of a great leader. He was a hero of unprec-
edented wisdom and foresight and he will be
greatly missed.
I hope that the community of Connecticut Col-
lege will be able to understand exactly what has
happened here. In a world thousands of miles
away, there are countries and peoples who do not
know what it is like to live in peace; Just as in New
London, we do not know what "state of war"
really means. I now realize that mid terms and
rivalries with Amherst and Williams are not what
is important in life. What is important is democ-
racy and the freedom. we take tOt granted eve"t'J
day in fu.e Uni.\e.d States. lb..e:t:e ecce no c.ons.\.an.\.
threats to our existence anawe are lUCKy. r iliillKit
is essential for Americans to look out their win-
dows and see tha t the world's borders are precari-
ous and must be re-assured through peace trea ties
and trust. Look at what has happened here and
understand that this is wrong and there is no place
for it in the twentieth century.
Jeremy Barras '97
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"Why is Bosnia our problem?"
In the Earth House Column of the December fifth issue of
the College Voice, Mark Lucey presented the college com-
munity with a "few questions floating around his head"
about the proposed US. intervention in Bosnia. In doing so,
he gaveinaccurate information biased by unfounded sources.
You had some questions, Mark? Before questioning US
foreign policy in Bosnia, perhaps Americans need to more
closely examine the history and nature of the conflict. Iwill
attempt to address several of the popular misconceptions of
",,_ so - called 'civil war' in former Yugoslavia, which has
prompted the "Why isBosniaour problem?" attitude among
SO many Americans.
The popular myth about the BosnianconflictamongAmeri-
cans assumes that the war is the result of an age-old, ethnic
dispute fueled by religious and cultural differences. In
reality, the former Yugoslavia consisted of a multi - ethnic
population whose civilized values had prevailed over ethnic
differences for years, with a multi-ethnic government and
high rate of intermarriage between Serbs, Muslims and
Croats. New York Times columnist Anthony Lewis states in
his March 20 article in the New Republic, "Recent wars that
have destroyed Bosnia were not the product of historical
inevitability. They were the product of politicians." These
politicians are the Serbian government which is lead by
extremists and does not represent the sentiments or values of
the majority of the Serb population. Rather, the fall of
communism left a power vacuum which was filled by an
ultra -nationalist movement under the Serb leader Milosevic,
who began the spread of propaganda, fueling ethnic ten-
sions as part of his plan to create a 'ethnically pure Greater
Serbia: Until this ultra - nationalist propaganda, Muslims,
Serbs and Croats had maintained a pluralistic society, and
many Serbs were in fact resistant to the destructive nation-
alistic ideals of Mi\osovic's regime, as in the northern town
01 ,una, whe1:e"""'bs and Croals refused o~""s by the
Serbian government to attack their Muslim neighbors. (In-
terfaith publication, Oct. '95)
The country of Bosnia, on the otlier hand, declared its
independence in the spring of 1992, and their government
was democratically elected. Since then, western journalists
have erroneously referred to the Bosnian government as the
'Bosnian Muslims: when in reality their government is
comprised of Muslims, Jews, Catholic Croats and Christian
Orthodox Serbs. The Bosnian government is a secular gov-
ernme.nt with no religious agenda; this constant misrepre-
sentation by the media gives another false impression that
the war between Serbia and Bosnia is one fueled by religious
conflict. (Indeed, prior to the war, Yugoslavia had existed
for more than forty years under atheist communist rule
giving Yugoslav families scarcely any room for religious
education and practice!)
The case in point is that the Bosnian conflict is not a war of
ancie~~ ethnic tensions, nor a war resulting from religious
fanaticism. It IS the result of an open act of aggression by
larger power towards a smaller one. Before the war
Milosovic's army seized control of the Yugoslav militia'
which was, at the time, the fourth largest military in Europe:
When Serbs launched their initial attacks on Bosnia and on
areas of Serbia ~hich had contained multi - ethnic popula-
tions for centuries, the logical response of the Bosnians
~ould be to fight back - unfortunately, the arms embargo
unposed by the UN made this an impossibility. Bosnia had
no ~ay to defend itself, despite the right of an independent
nation to self -defense under article 51 of the UN charter!
"The Serbian invaders have the weaponry of the former
Yugoslavia at its command:' stated an article in the New
Haven Register last year. "Bosnia started at zero:' Since its
creation, the arms embargo has served only to facilitate
Serbian aggression .
"Why the parallels to World War II and Nazi death camps?"
qu~tions Lucey, who goes on to make the appalIingly
nusinformed statement that there has been no systematic
ethnic cleansing of Bosnians on the part of the Serbs. This
outright false evidence (from British joumalists, nonethe-
less, who have been known as Serb sympathizers since the
start of the war), directly contradicts the recent findings ·of
the UN war crimes tribunal and the C. I. A. The death tolls
of Bosnians cited by these organizations is 250,000. 200,000 of
these victim were unarmed civilians. Nearly all civilians
were.sys~ticallyshotasSerbsarrivedto'ethnicallycleanse'
multi - ethnic towns, others were deported to 50-called 'de-
tention C3;mps: notably Omarska and Karaterim, where they
were subjected to the brutal treatment reminiscent of Nazi
concentr~tion camps: thousands of men, woman and chil-w:en mutil~ted, shot after digging their own graves, or buried
alive. The Judge of the UN war crimes tribunal Fouad Riad
has disclose.d even more savage atrocities, s~ch as famil~
members bemg forced to eat the livers and severed testicles of
parents and ci.illdren. "These are truly scenes from Hell," the
Judge stated m a New York Times article this November
"~ritten in the darkest pages of human history:' Receni
eVIdence from C. I.A. reports have also confirmed the mass
execution of the Bosnian population of Srebenica after its fall
t~ ~ Se~bs in July, estimating the slaughter of nearly 6,000
oviIians m a matter of several days, who were then buried in
mass graves and doused with chemicals by the Serbs in an
attempt to ~estroy evidence of the mass executions.
'Ilu: Serblll1l government reached even higher levels of
emotional savagery .Bos" ' usmg rape as a weapon: nearly 30,000
ruan grrlsand women between the ages of ten and seventy
were forced into 'rape • hedl b Se· . camJ>:l' w eretheywererapedrepeat-
y. y rblan soldiers until becoming pregnant. (The Serbs
consIdered the half Serb' children .be ' thnicall Ian which were produced to
b.e b y ~eansed:) Were the rape camps a result of
ar Itrary rutality on the part of Serbian soldiers? Certainly
not - the camps were d .. ed
thr use as weapon; SerbIan soldIers faceatsofdeathfromth . mili·t· di. err arysupenors,suchasKara c
and MIadicwho are now indicted war criminals, if they failed
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to carried out the mass rapes. Even despite these crimes
against humanity , this war hasdisplaced over 25 million
Bosnian refugees, who are inundating western Europe,
creating economic and social tensions.
A common myth regarding these war atrocities is that
they were being committed by both Serbs and Bosnians.
The C. 1.A. recently concluded tha t 90% of all war crimes
were committed by the Serbs, and that the Serbs were the
only party "involved in the systematic attempt to elimi-
nate all traces of other ethnic groups." (NYT, march 9,'95)
The UN war crimes tribunal has indicted 48 war crimi-
nals in the Serbian government, and 0 in the Bosnian
government.
But why should the US. get involved in Bosnia of all
places? questions Lucey. Actually, the U. S. has been
involved in Bosnia from the beginning of the war - its
refusal to lift the unilateral arms embargo has generously
aided the Serbs in their plan of genocide to create a
'Greater Serbia.' Clinton, indecisive in the face of public
opinion, continued to prop up the UN peacekeeping
mission, which was an embarrassingly flimsy attempt to
prevent Serb aggression. The result of the mission? Serbs
have succeeded in taking nearly all the weapons from
UN storage depots and have overrun nearly all of the
designated UN safe areas, while the Western military
alliance, democratic nations who vowed to preventgeno-
cide crimes against humanity after the Geneva Conven-
tion, sat in silent compliance. "The US did not bring
about such horrors in Rwanda," states an article in the
New Republic in 1994, "but the US and other democra-
cies have played a major role in bringing on the genocide
in the Balkans." Clinton's stagnancy has catered to
Americans' fear of another Viet-Nam; a completely dif-
ferent situation than Bosnia and a fatalistic excuse for
inaction. Fortunately, French President JaquesChirac is
one democratic leader -with integrity who describes the
Serbs as people who "have no faith and know no law.
They are terrorists." His recent election has prompted
the Clinton administration to take some long overdue
action.
The US deployment of troops to Bosnia is not "war."
(Of course Clinton's reasons for the deployment of US
troops to former Yugoslavia are purposely ambiguous;
admitting responsibility for the US compliance to geno-
cide would only disclose Clinton's blundering foreign
policy on Bosnia in the past.) Intheory, the US will help
keep the tentative 'peace,' peace being a euphemism for
the reward handed to the Serb ultra-nationalist for geno-
cide and aggression. The United State's primary concern
should be Bosnian self - reliance, both economically and
militarily. It is frightening that systematic genocide is
being repeated after Nuremberg and the 'never again'
promise of the Geneva Convention. !tis outright appall-
ing that the UN failed to protect its designated 'safe
areas,' and moreover, that United States and the UN
security council repeatedly violated the right of an inde-
pendent nation to protect itself by refusal to lift the arms
embargo. They wanted stability in the area? Sure,
stability is easy to achieve when one armed nation wipes
out all the competition. It is high time that Clinton and
the Western alliance offer support to a sovereign nation
and people which, fodour years, they helped to destroy.
Sara Schaefer '96
Greetings from East Africa!
Recently I received a large parcel from Julie Gerl in the
SATA office, including two issues of the College Voice.
Hungry for news, I read them immediately and as the
College Marshal was delighted to read Ruby Bridges
Hall's story embracing matters of race, family, and brav-
ery because they are so relevant to our experience here in
Dar es Salaam.
For us, however, the subject of race has a Swiftian
inversion. For the first time in our lives many of us are in
a minori ty among Africans. In any gathering we are
noticeable; we are unable to hide, yet the dynamic is
quite different. Although children sometimes shout
"musungu," or "white person," we do not sense the
hostility associated with the greeting "hey nigger" at
home. Here, for the most part, Africans seem respectful
of our difference and treat us with civility, a clear sense
of equality, and amazing friendliness. Ifwe are lost and
ask directions on the street, a stranger will very likely
say, "let's go; I'll show you," and take us to our destina-
tion.
For Tanzanians, as for Ruby Bridges Hall, the family,
which sometimes includes the extended family and the
tribe, has a powerful centrality. In this extraordinarily
deprived nation, which receives the second largest
amount of foreign aid in all of Africa, family members
support each other in myriad ways, finding jobs for
relatives, housing them, caring for children who have
lost their parents, and giving money for education to
nieces and nephews. Next door to US a professor of
finance not only lives with his wife and children but
seemingly countless relatives, some of whom do the
cooking, washing, and gardening, while others care for
the pre-school children, and others depart each morning
around 6:30 to drive a local bus, called a daladala. Tribal
affiliation compounds family ties, and Tanzanians are
quick to recognize it in a stranger and use it for mutual
benefit, whether it be procuring a job or bargaining for a
pineapple. To our amazement, this sense of family
extends to us. Recently, we had a small crisis, and when
Iasked our neighbor for help he simply told me that in
Tanzania neighbors are family and we should feel free to
call on him at any time, for anything. We have.
Like race, the bravery Ruby Bridges displayed so
disarmingly in1960 confronting hostile crowds assu=es
new meaning for me here in Africa. 'Last weekend 17 of
us from Connecticut visited a wildlife park, a harrowing
four-hour bus ride from Dares Salaam. There, we might
have had the opportunity to test bravery of the kind the
young New London student wrote about for the Convo-
cation competition. Ironically, any need for bravery
strangely evaporated as we marveled at the infinite
creation in elephants, giraffes, hippopotami, water buf-
falo, impala, wildebeests, hyenas, zebras, and marabous.
The reason is hard to explain, but among those animals,
in that exotically beautiful landscape, I felt transported
into a timeless, serene, and safe land, where I was a
privileged visitor. I felt the animals and birds were
respectful of each other and of me so that bravery was
irrelevant. There, for me, was the Peaceable Kingdom,
the Paradise of Milton's Paradise Lost, where racism was
unknown, where our first family lived safely in nature
without fear.
Here in Dar es Salaam, eight hours ahead of Eastern
Daylight time, where every day is sunny and hot, where
the sun shines for just twelve hours every day, where the
breezes from the Indian Ocean are warm and humid, we
feel we are ina profoundly different place and time. Less
than half of the population has potable water, few Tan-
zanians have electricity and telephones, and most of
automobiles are ten or more years old. Duplication of
documents is by carbon paper, and the clothes fashion
for women is reminiscent of the sixties and seventies
because most of the clothes are second-hand, cast-offs
from Europe and America. Everywhere we feel the
mystery of Africa, the vast difference from the rarefied
life in New London. It is precisely these feelings, these
experiences, however, thatwill prepare us for the twenty-
first century, one of Claire Gaudiani's objectives for the
SATA program, when developing countries like Tanza-
nia will be the focus of the world's interest and be
teaching us unimagined lessons beyond race, family,
and bravery.
George J.Willauer
Charles J. MacCurdy Professor
of American Studies
THE EARTH
HOUSE COLUMN
Imagine a different world.
Consider reversing the dominant
lifestyle in our country. Think of the
future of our society being dominated
by the gay / lesbian culture. Think of
it as always being this way, every day
of your life. Feel the ever-presence of
being gay, lesbian, or bisexual, and
the non-presence of being hetero-
sexual.
Lesbians and gay men are leaders in
this society. Most voices on the radio
and faces on the television are gays!
lesbians. When important events are
covered, gays and lesbians determine
whatthepublic will be informed about.
The President of the United States is a
lesbian and her longtime companion
is the First Lady. The President of
your college is a gay man, and most of
the faculty, staff, and students are gay
and lesbian.
Everywhere you turn, there are im-
ages of gay / lesbian couples andfami-
lies. Every time you tum on the televi-
sion or radio, someone else is preach-
ing that heterosexuals are sick, and
must be redeemed, convicted, or even
worse - killed. Inthis society, hetero-
sexuals have no rights or privileges.
Members of the opposite sex cannot
get -marded~ ~os\.\.e sex COU"P\.es cue
immoral, unriatural--acrime-against
nature. And since it is unsanctioned,
heterosexuals are not entitled to any
benefits for this spouse. Heterosexu-
als make up approximately 10% of the
population.
Imagine growing up in this world
where all the stories you read are about
men who fall in love with other men,
and are happily married. Imagine
when you first discovered that you
were heterosexual- how different you
must have felt from all your friends
and having no one to talk to about
those feelings. Imagine your gay /
lesbian friends, counselors, etc. telling
you thatheterosexuality is only a phase
you're going through, that you will
grow out of it, and that all you really
need is a good "lay" with a member of
the same sex to cure you.
Imagine that heterosexuals must
hide their feelings all the time. They
pretend to be someone they are not, in
order to be accepted into this society.
Non-gays live everyday in fear - won-
dering if someone will discover that
they are heterosexual, that they love
someone of the opposite sex. And if
discovered - they risk losing theirjobs,
friends and the possibility of being
disowned or kicked out of their fam-
ily.
How does this vision of a different
world make you feel? Playing the
role-reversal game can shed a lot of
light on the world around us. Think
aboutwhatit means to be in the major-
ity or the minority - the accepted or the
unaccepted. Whichever ca tegory you
find yourself in, it helps to look at the
other side of the picture.
-adapted from "Imagine a World", Alena
Scandura, 1989,U. of illinois at Urbana
r
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Please pray for me: I'm
riding the Camel Van...
BY JASON SALTER
Associate Features Editor
Look! On the road IWhat is it? A bird?
A plane? a! It's the all new, all exciting
Camel Van (applause and cheering). Yes,
Connecticut College has finally said
enough to hitch-hiking students trying
desperately to get to the Mecca of the
East, the Crystal MalJ. You too can join in
the fun on the Camel Van; just remember
one thing: life insurance!
Upon making the decision to travel via
"Camel Express," you nonchalantly ap-
proach the information desk in Cro. Af-
ter aIJ,you don't want to attract attention
to yourse1f and let everyone know that
you have no other means of transporta-
tion. It is almost Hke asking your mom to
drive you to the mall or to the movies,
only the CamelVan won't drop you off a
block from your final destination in an
effort t~ preserve your "cool" reputa-
tion.
The pike is reasonable: 50 cents for not
only a hair-raising experience, but also
the chapce to boast to all of your friends
that you in fact "survived the Camel
Van,"
Arriving at the pick-up site is the best
part. The Camel Van's arrival time is
about as reliable as Domino's delivery
urce ,ACCOtd\t\'i, \:.0 the ecies ct tnevan, it
....,...\.\.\.""a'l.\.a99'to ......':n\'a't.e\)""\.Q-\.'5 eeccoos, at
each stop, so hurry up! We stood in the
coldfor tenmin utes waiting forthebright,
white van with the smiling, friendly
driver who promptly greeted us With,
"Don't make me run your sorry assover,
get in the van!" No joke! This is what the
driversaid toone ofthe passengers. (He/
she shall remain anonymous for reasons
that will be clearer momentarily.) This
was the first wave of fear that swept over
me as I started reconsidering my deci-
sion to ride the van.
Once we were off, I figured that we'd
be fine. We accelerated to 20 miles over
the posted speed limit as we listened to
pumping Top 40 rap in the background,
two things that did nothing to help ease
Extra Income for '95
Earn $500
weekly
envelopes.
details, RUSH
with SASE
$1000
stuffing
For
$1,00
to"
Group Five
57 Greentree Drive,
Suite 307
Dover DE 19901
$$ EASYMONEY!! $$
I will pay $25
for your phone book.
Call Lee Ramsey
Collect at:
(615) 577-7237
my discomfort with the driver. When the
traffic began to slow down and we con-
tinued to travel at our same speed, the
real pangs of utter terror began to strike.
The van came to a screeching stop when
the driver finally realized that the other
cars had in fact stopped and there was
absolutely no way to get by them. After
this "little incident," I quickly fastened
my seat-belt and attempted to fasten two
others to protect myself.
When we reached the Crystal Mall, the
other passengers and I breathed a sigh of
relief as we touched ground again, still a
little shaken from having our lives flash
before our eyes. We all hoped that there
would be a competent driver for our
return trip. Yay, the Crystal Mall, which
could make an article in itself, but that's
for another time.
To all of our dismay, the same driver
was to endanger our lives on the way
home. I quickly jotted down my last will
and testament before reboarding the hell
truck. This time, we only saw the Grim
Reaper once as we merged onto the high-
way next to an enormous semi-truck that
wasn't about to move. The lane ended,
and we began to drive in the breakdown
lane to the shouts and swears of the van
driver cursing the damn .truck driver
who had done nothing wrong, except to
have a large vehicle. Driving at 30 miles
~n. 'hour th:touy,h a crowded parking ~ot
didn't help matters, and I was tempted to
CATCH A JET!
CarriblMexico $189 rlt
Europe $169,
Calif. $129
Call Airhitch
for more info!
800-326-2009
The Camel Van is on the loose
ask the driver to pull over and let me
walk home as I gripped the side of the
van and held on for dear life.
Our arrival back at Conn can be com-
pared to the Mayflower'S landing at Ply-
mouth Rock. Never before have you seen
so many students so happy to see Cro
ALNE! The Camel Van was an interest-
ing experience; I enjoy a good adrenaline
rush en route to the mall.
The Camel Van idea is a good one; but
the driver that I was with might want to
think about applying to Northwest Air-
lines for a career in flying planes. I' m sure
there are many competent drivers; how-
ever, I will be forever scarred from my
experience trying to get to the mall.
I praise Mark Hoffman and all those
involved in this idea, but they might
want to look into the driving records of
the drivers. I will no doubt be a passen-
ger in the van again because people can
now say, "No, you can't borrow my car;
take the Camel Van!" Before I do, how-
ever, I will be sure to have my funeral
arrangements made.
MYSTIC'S ARMY NAVY STORE
Downtown Mystic
Army & Navy Surplus Clothing
belts - berets - bandanas - backpacks & more!
Sunday - Saturday: 9am . 9pm
Fax & Notary Services
(860)-536-1877
37 West Main Street
---------
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Report from the field
BYMIrnAB, ADELSON
Professor of Musk
Ah, jet-lag. That wonderful hy-
phenated word. That gloriously
devastating phenomenon which al-
ways hits me hardest the second
night after a trans-Atlantic flight
(the first night I'm usually so tired
that sleeping is nota problem). But
that second night is terrible. This
time.Ilay half-awake, with strange
thoughts running through my
head. Mainly about 1795. In that
year,FranzJosephHaydn was back
in London for the second series of
guest appearances. His previous
visit, in 1791-92 had been fabu-
lously successful, and his return
was eagerly anticipated. These vis-
its had been arranged by one
Johann Peter Salomon, a violinist
and impresario. Salomon had been
trying for years to get Haydn to
come to London, but Haydn was
committed to the Hungarian court
at Esterhaza, In 1790 however,
Prince Nicholas Esterhazy died,
leaving Haydn free to accept other
engagements. He settled down in
Vienna, and from there made his
two productive visits to London.
It is important to know several
things about Haydn. He was, more
than any other composer, respon-
sible for what we know as the sym-
phony. This was due partly to his
talent and partly to his situation at
Esterbaza. he had a good orchestra
at his disposal, a relentless sched-
ule which constantly demanded
new works, and above all, a sup-
portive patron. As he himself de-
scribed it: "My prince was pleased
with all my work. I was com-
mended, and as conductor of an
orchestra I could make experi-
ments, observe what strengthened
and what weakened an effect and
thereupon improve, substitute,
omit, and try new things; I was cut
off from the world, there was no
one around to mislead and harass
me, and so I was forced to become
original. "
And was he ever original. With
astonishingconsistency,eachofhis
106 symphonies contains count-
less surprises. As a friend of mine
once said, open anyone of his
scores at random, and you think,
"My God, what was he smoking
when he wrote this?"
At EsterMza he could experi-
ment to his heart's content. For his
London visits, however, he knew
that he would have to please a
diverse audience. Ever since Pari-
sian musical life had been deci-
mated by the French Revolution,
London had replaced Paris as one
of the great cosmopolitan centers of
music-making (the other, of course,
was Vienna). In London, the con-
certs were not just for the aristo-
crats; they were open to the general
public as well. Therefore, Haydn
would have to compose for the un-
educated as well as the intelligen-
tsia. This accounts for the easy ac-
cessibility of the twelve "London"
symphonies. Their grand style can
be explained by the larger orches-
tral forces available to him in Lon-
don.
So, symphony No. 104. Perhaps
the most famous of them all. A very
grand work, accessible to a11- yet
without sacrificing an ounce oforigi-
nality. And I am to conduct this
piece with the Pori Sinfonietta, a
chamber orchestra here in Finland.
Why then do I say that thoughts
about 1795 were strange things to
have in my head during that jet-
lagged night?
Only because this business of in-
ternational guest conducting con-
fronts one with so many other
things. First of all, there is the jet-lag
itself, which can wreck anyone's
concentration. Then there is the lan-
guage barrier. Many in the orches-
tra don't understand English, and
my Finnish (never good to begin
with) is quite rusty. Plus the fact
that I arrived on a national holiday;
the banks were closed, and 1couldn't
change any money. Another annoy-
arxce..on.. -my Vola"'!\0 a Y.es\a'U3:an\. \Oy.
dinner I promptly lost my passport
(it was found and returned yester-
day). Geographic confusion: I don't
know my way around Pori very
well. Seasonal complications: at this
latitude (roughly that of Anchor-
age, Alaska), Finland gets quite dark
in the winter. And December is the
worst month of all, greatly adding
to the sense of fatigue. Then there
are my own emotions to contend
with; I lived in this country for over
five years, and have quite a few
memories associated with it.
All in all, 1795 should have been
the last thing on my mind. And yet
here Iwas, two hundred years later,
trying to figure out how the Pori
players and I could best bring this
music to life: how we could in some
sense reproduce the spirit of that
first London performance. What's
so important about such old music?
What possible relevance can it have
for us today? Well, for starters, any-
thing that can make one forget such
crazy circumstances is made of
pretty powerful stuff, and is still,
somehow, alive.
Concert's Tuesda y night. Wish us
luck.
,-
A weekly column devoted to the informed appreciation of music with
Michael Melson, Professor of Music and Damon Krieger, A&E Editor
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When did the Winter Formal become the senior prom? I have
gone to the formal every year, never did have a good nme, and this
year I was intent on not going. It did not bother me except that
suddenly everyone I knew was going and had a date.
People seemed to scramble at the end of the week to make sure
they were going with someone and a couple of tunes several of my
friends even mistakenly called it the prom. Now mmd you I went
to my senior prom, I lived the anxiety, the please, please, please let
me get a date feeling and never wanted toexpenence It agam. Itwas
fwt but not worth the pressure. I can even remember my friends at
the time telling me that I would feel worse if I did not go. So, I
lKa!pted a date and went to the prom. .
I realized upon reflection that they were nght. I would of felt
worse had I not gone, but that was then and this is now. I do not feel
bad for not going or like I am missing a significan t everung Inmy
life but I do feel GRUMPY. I am usually full of the holiday spirit but
not this year. I am the GRINCH. I think I have even tried t? ruin
everyone else's Winter Formal and I am surprised that I don t care
if I make them feel miserable about it. Why? Because everyone I
know has made me feel miserable. Not on purpose mind you, but
miserable none the less.
The day was pretty terrible and I decided that I would just spend
the day in the Voice office. There were not many things that could
make the day get any worse ... except that I could not full feel
miserable ...so, to make matters worse Cro looked beautiful. Granted,
Ted SvehIik and SAC deserve a standing ovation for all their hard
work. But since I am the grinch, did you have to use all the fake
snow. The only thing worse than having people track snow into the
Voice office, is having them track fake snow. It is all over the place
and I wore shoes that really held the stuff and I am truly to blame
for the little trail that goes from the door to computer three.
Jl..NUW"H'iUIO'HE'iSHU'UOWN'HESNACKSHOP??????
\. ,,-u.es.s\. c.ou.\a. u.na.en.\aT\a. c.\os\.T\,&a htt\e eat:\-y but at \hree 'i?In. 1
could not getlunch!!!! and when I asked why, because of the Winter
Formal. Formal, schrnormal.
Youknow.I practically live in Cro, well I really live in Cro. Iwork
on the Voice, take naps on the couch, and do my class work in the
office. Cro ismy home and it has been taken over. Itwould be like
my mother teJ.ling me that the kitchen was closed because guests
were coming over. There are probably very few people that the
know the cleaning staff of Cro, or can tell the exact jingle of a
campus safety officers keYr- this I can do because I spend all my
time here in Cro. But I couldn't get my usual grilled cheese sand-
wich. Harumph!!
All week my friends were telling me about the evenings they had
planned. The flowers, the dinners and the fancy clothing. The only
solace I have is the stories that I will hear next week about all the
things that went wrong. The refrain will be Simple: The music
sucked, he refused to dance, and I drank what?
So, here I sit, in my office watching T.V., editing, and writing this
column. I happen to be watching "Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman"
and the only thing worse than an episode of the show, is a depress-
ing episode. This one the oldest boy has left home and when
Dr.Quinn asks him "if it is not the money, then why are you doing
this? what for"- he basically says he has nothing worth living
for- ahhh, how pleasant.
Now I have not had my grilled cheese, I am certainly more
depressed than when I began the depressing evening and I have
fake snow in my office. It snowed and it is cold. My car is far away,
has no snow tires and is still covered in snow. I have no escape. All
I can do is sit and wait until the Winter Formal is over.
I just lost my train of thought because the depressed boy, he issad
because his girlfriend died, has just hit the man who is married to
Dr. Quinn. Itwas his way if showing his anger.
I really did not think that things could get any more depressing,
except that the next show I came across was an equally depressing
episode of "Wings." Lowell, a character who had been on the show
for years, had to leave because he witnessed a murder and was put
in the witness relocation program. All of his friends were quite
depressed.
Then of course, people decided to use the office as a coat deposi-
tory, as I knew they would. Pretty uncomfortable ... but things
lightened up when that ridiculous show "Sisters" came on. They
keep attempting to do serious stuff but they just keep getting
funnier and funnier. I think they should do a show based on a night
in the life of someone attempting to avoid the winter formal.
I keep trying to believe the people that say college life is no big
deal and someday we will look back on all this crap and laugh. I
can't wait, because I could use a good laugh.
MAN, TiRlLL! YOOMEAN
DAWN BI<OKE. UP Will YOO
AFTER ONLY 10DIIYS?I
TJ.lAT'S FASTER THAN YOUR
mAJ(OP WITHKElsHl\'
MAMA'S BOVZ by JERRY CRAFT
YI:AH BUT iTS l.ON6£Rnw.i .suSAN AND PATRIC£
COMBI~£D' ... BUT PLEAS£,
YUSlJF, DON'T nu MOM,
5~'lL JUSr BIlBY ME..
HIMOM HI,T~R...O~
, LOOK ATYOU'
DID YOUR ~EhI
GIRLFRIEND LEA~E
'((X) ALREADY?
WOW~Ht'5 """GOOul CAN IVV
BAK£US
COOI<JES,MA7
~~-;"'~f-:§=s_.
I ;:>~ ""
THE SPATS by JEFF PIC;:K::E::;:R::,IN:.;G:.- --, __ -----":"":""::-:-:",
I H~ HONEY. G£i 1111HERE ARE THEY DEBATING- SOME
/ AND IIIUCHT~f PRE5IDfNTiAL BIG CONTROVERSiAliSSUES?
CAMPAJuN ... IH REALLY' ~
HEATINi UPH! 1/_ I vc
'It ""-
OUT ON A UMB by GARY KOPERVAS
\N~l/Z.O-DOM ...
h< 'OUi' BUICK IS
"5Q.uEEClE~ GuY'S OFRC£~
SAGITTARIUS (NOVEMBER 22 TO DECEMBER 21) TROUBLE ON TIlE HOME FRONT RULES TIlE
EARLYPARI' OF THE WEEK. LATER, TIl0UGH, TIlE OPPOSITE IS TRUE. You CAN ACCOMPLISH MORE IF
YOU ARE WILLING TO SET ASIDE A PEITY JEALOUSYOVER A CQ-WORKER'S SUCCESS.
CAPRICORN (December
22 to january 19) Stop pushing
yourself so hard, especially
where work isconcerned. You're
also doing this at home, which
doesn't go over too well with
family members. Take sometime
thisweekend to get yourself back
on an even keel.
AQUARruS (january 20 to
February 18) Dreams and aspi-
rations are always good to have.
However, some of yours are a
bit unrealistic. Curb that anger
when a family member points
this out to you later in the week.
Think about it.
PISCES (February 19 to
March 20) Your family life is
upside down now but this phase
will pass in time. Try to get a
leash on your temper and think
rationally. Advice you're being
given is good, so feel free to trust
it.
ARIES (March 21 to April
19) Frustration is rampant early
in the week. By week's end,
though, your jangled nerves are
soothed by a caring friend who
reaches out to make things bet-
ter. A weekend of shopping is
highly favored.
TAURUS (April 20 to May
20) You need to slow your pace
down since you're overdoing it
a bit. Uyou don't ease up, you're
likely to collapse by week's end.
Take some time out this week-
end to get in touch with people
who live far away.
GEMINI (May 21 to june
20) You're not your usual self
early in the week. However,
don't give in to those depress-
ing thoughts. This really is a
wonderful time of year, so feel
free to enjoy yourself. Family
and friends provide a nice di-
version this weekend.
CANCER (Iune 21 to july
22) You impress everyone with
how much you can accomplish
now. Your initiative and energy
are at their peak, so take full
advantage. Later in the week,
quiet meditation and relaxation
helps you recharge your batter-
ies.
LEO (Iuly 23 to August 22)
Those of you who are counting
calories are feeling a bit de-
prived, especially since holiday
baking is in full swing. How-
ever,you'll be pleased with the
ultimate results when it comes
time to don that special holiday
outfit.
VIRGO (August 23 toSep-
tember 22) Take some steps
early in the week to make up
with someone whose feelings
you may have hurt, albeit inad-
vertently. When peace is re-
stored, all around you feel bet-
ter. The weekend favors family
get-togethers and domestic har-
mony.
LIBRA (September 23 to
October 22) Daydreaming
stands in your way early in the
week and you don't get asmuch
done as you'd hoped. Try to
shake this mood off. There is
still a lot to be accomplished
before one year ends and an-
other begins.
SCORPIO (October 23 to
November 21) Co-workers are
particularly helpful now so that
much is accomplished by
week's end. On the home front,
family is equally cooperative.
Theweekend affords you a good
opportunity to get reacquainted
with your spiritual side.
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The Finest in lIoliday Gift Giving ~
Ir'rJt)' •
Dave and AI's totally
iased football column
DAVE KErrNER
AND ALEX KATZ
Tile College Voice
DecemberS, 1995wasa wa-
rshed in the history of Dave
dAl. On this day, the339th
y of this year, the Harris
fractory (Wha t the hell is a
actory?) served Mexican
gna. AI made his virgin
yage to the Mecca that is
xwoodsCasino. Ananony-
ous source saw him in line
the welfare office down-
wn the next day. Oh yeah,
dDave happened to gradu-
. Dave assumed that this
eantnomorework. Oneof
professors reminded him
ite strongly that he is
nn's villageidiotfor think-
gsuch.
t's official, this is it, fin-
ed, over, kaput, ended, on
last legs, down the stretch
come, WE ARE DONE!
e would like to thank all
hteen of our loyal readers
sticking with us. Wehave
d a wonderful time, well,
least a pretty good time
.ling for you each week.
on't keep your fingers
ssed, and definitely don't
ld your breath, but maybe
'll write one more article
xt semester when Dave
es time out of his busy
eduleofwatchingTV and
aying computer games to
it AI and the rest of his
rry-ass friends back at the
ch.
Enough of this introductory
ap. It is now time for our
.ased year in review. It
arted back on a mild Sep-
mber day with the noble
tention to write a pro foot-
all article. The Patriots and
eJetswere tied for first atO-
, and anything seemed pos-
ible, Well, almost anything.
ePats and Jets faltered, and
e Nielsens (We know it's
, work with us) showed
t no one had any serious
terest in football. Then, out
f nowhere, came roving re-
rter Curran Ford with an
pda teon all the idiotic things
at have happened on cam-
us this year. Just when we
ad run out of things to say,
Jason Salter and [en LeVan
fell into our laps like manna
from heaven. We would like
to forgive and forget, but it's
Just so hard to forget how
much you truly suck.
Several things this year
have touched our hearts. We
appreciated it when
Schmoozing mentioned us as
oneof the myriad (Vocab quiz
from week three) things that
suck. The call from the White
House was cool, so was the
letter from Colin Powell, but
the round of golf tha t Bob
Dole treated us to sucked. He
just wouldn't take anything
seriously. We would also like
to thank the staff of The Triple
(or something like that) for
their effusive praise last week.
Wouldn't they feel like
shitheads if they just hap-
pened to make fun of us this
week? Anyonewhodidn'tget
run and wants some can talk
to them. Now leave us alone!
That means you, you sicko
who has been leaving us those
nasty perverted messages!
We would like to reflect on
some of our better picks. It
was cool when Al won that
quarter from that male pub-
lic speaking teacher with a
goa tee and the initials SC
whose name we wouldn't
even think ofdivulging. Dirty
Frank picked the Chiefs al-
ways, and had the best win-
ningpercentageofanypicker.
Who would have known that
Professor Despalatovic
would have covered the point
spread against her Stalin
seminar? The pick of the year; ,
the Bob Cavilla Memorial
Trophy, went to Al for pick-
ing his nose.
For our personal reflections,
Dave would like to thank
those semi-eligible non-bach-
elors down at grounds who
were so nice to him. Jim,
Steve, Pat, Larry, Chip, Don,
and all the other guys made
going to the dump a great
time. Dave would also like to
thank all the professors who
have taught him these last
four years, his friends, his
brothers, and his parents for
putting up with all ofhiscrap
and still talking to him.
AI thinks Dave's reflections
suck, and has vowed never
ever to write wi th him again.
AI was going to thank Greg
"I touch myself" Poole, whose
sportsmanship Dave has al-
ways admired, but he is an
unloyal bastard who chose
food, his one true love, over
us. AI isn't graduating, and
will still accept the burden of
celebrity fan mail. You can
thank him by voting Al for
senior speaker at graduation
next semester. Use his jour-
nalistic powers for his own
benefit? Al sure will!
Thanks for reading, and
we'll see you around.
Froliche Nachtrnitag, Feliz
Navidad, Joyeux Noel,
Erryme 1stmaschre, and
Happy Holidays to all. We
are out of hair like baldmg
men. Na nat Na na na nat
Hey hey hey! Good-bye!
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...The Deuce ...
BY JEFFGA56
AND
DARREN BRODIE
rm College Voice
We just ate chicken parm in
Freeman, and we're feeling
giddy. We remember the days
when chicken parm was the only
meal in Harris that could mo-
mentarily take attention
away from Gigi Stone.
For all of you who are Gigi
Stone impaired, words can de-
scribe her, but then this would
tum to smut.
From across the table I gazed
into Darren's deep bl ue eyes and
we both knew it was time - time
to drop the deuce.
This is a joyous week in the
media here at Conn College, for
it's Dave and AI's final week.
They captivated us with humor
and they enlightened us with in-
depth football analysis. At this
point Jeff feels obligated to shit
on them. Darren, however, asks
Jeff an intriguing question.
"Whatcould wedo to them, that
God already hasn't?" Fair
enough.
Jeff knows the campus has
been buzzing about our heavily
anticipated All-American team.
So hold on a minute while we
flip through magazines ...
(elapsed time 5 minutes) After
an ugly fight that got kinda
erotic, we realized agreement
Ylasas~ealisticasscheduling
a. l:l't\.da'Y class.
'So'lliCt:e"H ",.,-.-youd-on '"eeeo, out:
column for sports. You read it
for the dirt, and we love you for
it!
We were ready to enlighten
the first yearstudents (PC) about
the realities of, "Drink for four
days straight then wake up on
the toilet and realize you have to
take two exams and write a pa-
per before you leave week" aka
EXAM WEEK.
Unfortunately, we were dis-
tracted by the entrance of Eliza
Alsop (Freeman 3rd floor, as if
you didn't know). It was evi-
dent from her mannerisms that
she was excited about her run
last week. She couldn't take her
hands off me (jeff) ... lets just say
Jeff enjoys the benefits of writ-
ing for The Voice.
With that out of the way and a
cigarrette in hand on to EXAM
WEEK.
We here at The Deuce find it
worthwhile to drink until we
lose our vision during EXAM
WEEK. Just like studying, we
find taking tests sober is a form
of cheating. Labeled as over-
achievers our whole lives we
always look for challenges. Jeff
thinks that others might take a
different approach. Hey, differ-
ent strokes for different folks (He
said stroke ...cool). We've been
told some students study and
go to bed early. Rumor has it
there's an exam period in the
morning.
First year students(PC) be-
ware. Se.U-scheduled finals are
the 'WO£K 0\ tbe devil. 'They're a
built-in procrastination mecha-
nism. Picture it: You are in your
room, getting ready to go tackle
a 7pm exam. Lo and behold,
Kevin Cunningham stops by
with a 12 pack and a copy of the
new release ''Dirty Girls of the
NESCAC." Chances are you're
exam isn't happening until the
next day.
If you're a gyri chances are
you'll take the test,ifnot: Wanna
hang out?
Perhaps the most important
task during EXAMWEEK is clos-
ing the deal. (Girls skip to the
next paragraph) Guys, yougotta
make a lasting impression so
she'll remember you over break.
Here are a few of our sugges-
tions: l)Chycks dig flowers, sim-
ply because they smell better
than we do. 2) According to Sa-
rah Huffman, it's something
special to hook up when sober.
Darren can't grasp this novel
idea. Finally, 3) Tell her to lose a
few pounds (We're just kidding
with this one, it wouldn't even
work for Ash Corson).
Before we end for the semes-
ter break we would like to leave
you with a quote. When Jeff
handed an intoxicated John
Melilo a coke atthe UMass game
he gave him a dirty look and
said, "I can't drink a coke with
no rum." God bless him and the
other drunks in the stands (Bob
"No Run" Cavilla).
Good luck on EXAMS and
have a nice break.
Men's basketball
team on a roll
BY DoUG PIERCE
rm College Voia
After losing their first two
games at the Gettysburg Tour-
nament, the men's Camel bas-
ketball team has rebounded to
win five in a row, prompting
junior captain Kevin Ward to
speculate, "anything can hap-
pen [this season]."
FellowcaptainandseniorTom
Sampogna feels tha t this team is
the strongest one for which he
has played in his three years at
Conn. "This is definitely the best
team I've played on. We have
more talent this year than be-
fore. We have nine solid play-
ers:' explained Sampogna.
In addition, this year the team
is free from injuries, a problem
that plagued the team last year.
'We lost four of five starters last
year after break," commented
Sampogna.
Ward also sees a major change
in attitude from last year. "This
year there isamore positive team
attitude," whereas last year it
was more of an individual sce-
nario in which "everyone
wanted to compete," observed
Ward.
Besides Ward and Sampogna,
junior transfer Ron Jones and
freshman Zach Smith, both for-
wards, have been great assets to
the team, and according to
Sampogna, are contributing
"more strength on the inside."
If the team has one weakness,
it would be its lack of experi-
ence, said Sampogna. With six
freshmen on the team, the Cam-
els do not have the experience of
perennial powerhouses Trinity,
Amherst, and Williams. Still,
Sampogna stresses that the
freshmen are "consistent play-
ers" and "there is no reason why
we can't make the ECAC's."
The future of the Camel's sea-
son holds important contests
against Trinity, Amherst, and
Williams. 'We're looking to test
ourselves against them:' said
Ward.
The Camels final game before
the break is Tuesday versus
Curry.
Said Ward, "Hopefully; we
can end the semester with a vic-
tory and keep the streak roil-
ing."
RECYCLE
I
The College Voice is
looking for staff writers,
photographers and a news
editor.
For more information call
Michelle at x2841.
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THE VOICE SCORECARD
CONN SPORTS:
Swimming and Diving
both men's and women's
teams lost to Amherst
jennifer Plees - diver
qualified for New Englands
Women's Squash Men's Squash
NFL American Conference Eastern Conference
EASI
IEAM l'i L I Sunday's Results
Buffalo 8 5 0 del,St Louis NORTHEASTERN DMSION
Indianapolis 7 6 0 del,jacksonville
Miami 7 6 0 :rEAM l'i L I
NewEngland 5 8 Pittsburgh
.fllinIs
0 deleated jets 19 5 3 41
N,Y,jets 3 10 0 lost to Patriots Montreal 13 12 2 28
Buffalo 11 13 3 25
CENTRAL Boston 10 13 4 24
Pittsburgh 9 4 0 del.Dallas Hartlord 10 14 2 22
Cinncinati 5 8 0 del,Chicago Ottawa 7 19 1
Houston 5 8 0
15
lost to Detroit
Cleveland 4 10 0 AUANIIC DMSION
Jacksonville 3 10 0 losttoColts
Florida 18 7 1 42
WESI NYRangers 18 8 5 41
KansasCity 11 2 0 Philadelphia 18 7 4 40
Oakland 8 5 0 losttoPittsburgh NewJersey 13 13 3 29
Denver 7 6 0 TampaBaylostto Seattle 11 12 5 27
San Diego 7 7 0 Washington 11 13 3 25
Seattle 6, 7 0 def. Denver NY Islanders 6 18 3 15
NHL
National Conference Western Conference
EA5I
IEAM l'i L I Sunday's Results
Dallas no 3 0 lost to Phillie CENTRAL DMSION
Philadelphia 8 5 0 defeated Dallas
N,Y,Giants 4 9 0 del.Washington :rEAM l'i L I .fllinIs
Washington 4 9 0 lost to Giants Detroit 18 7 2 38
Arizona 4 10 0 Toronto 14 9 5 33St.Louis 13 12 • 30
CENTRAL Winnipeg 13 12 3 29
Green Bay 9 4 0
Chicago 11 10 7 29
Minnesota 8 6 0
Dallas 9 10 6 24
Chicago 7 6 0 lost to Cincinnati
Detroit 7 6 0 def. Houston
PACIFICDMSlON
TampaBay 6 7 0 Colorado 17 8 4 38
WESI
LosAngeles 12 11 6 30
San Fransisco 9 4 0 del,Carolina Anaheim 11
16 3 25
Atlanta 7 6 0 def. New Orleans Vancouver 9
12 7 25
St. Louis 7 6 0 lost to Buffalo
Edmonton 9 15 5 23
Carolina 6 7 0 lost to San Fran
Calgary 5 17 6 16
New Orleans 6 7 0 lost to Atlanta
San jose 5 20 4 14
AP Top 20 College Football
l)~ebraska 11-0
2) Florida 12-0
3) Northwestern 10-1
4)(tie) Ohio State 11-1
4) (tie) Tennesee 10-1
6) Notre Dame 9-2
7) Colorado 9-2
8) Florida State 9-2
9) Texas 10-1-1
10) Kansas State 9-2
11) Kansas 9-2
12) Oregon 9-2
13) Virginia Tech. 9-2
14) Michigan 9-3
15) Penn State 8-3
16) Auburn 8-3
17) So, California 8-2-1
18 Virginia 8-4
19)Texas A&M 8-3
20)Washington 7-3-1
Heisman Trophy awarded to
Eddie George of the
Ohio State Buckeyes
NBA Basketball Action
Sunday, December 10
Atlanta 108, Boston 103
New York 118, San Antonio 112
Indiana 111, LA Clippers
Saturday, December 9
Seattle 106, Portland 97
Utah 123, Golden State 109
Miami 94, Phoenix 92
Chicago 118, Milwaukee 106
Washington 103, Dallas 94
Boston 124, Philadelphia 98
New Jersey 85, Cleveland 73
Charlotte 114, Minnesota 108
New York 101, Atlanta 92
Spring Break 1996
TRAVEL FREE!!
JanwJc'. Clown 81M"",
panlOll City Dlyto", padr.
M Greellow. low prtc_
M Free Trip on only 15 .. Ie.
Call for a FREE ...1...
information packet I 'T
.. Sun Splash tours
u 1-800-426-n10
NO GIMMICKS
EXTRA INCOME NOW!
ENVELOPE Sl\JFFING - $600 -$8DlI.-y-
F_ Dalaita: SASE Illl
...... lie "Inc.
111515T__ -.y. Sullo 1.
-. T_77I17lI .
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SPORTS
Women's B-ball
season off to
great start with a
record of 5-1
BVSUE ERB
Associatt Sports Edito:
The women's basketbal team
is olf to a phenominal start this
year with a record of 5 and one
to prove it. So far, the team has
defeated every opponent it has
faced except one, and that was a
well-fought Joss to Clark.
Their first action of the season
was at the Regis Tip-Off Tour-
nament held the weekend of
November17 and 18. This invi-
tational was hosted by Regis
College an included teams from
Mt. Holyoke, Regis College, and
SUNY - New Paultz in addition
to Conn. On Friday, Conn de-
feated SUNY - New Paultz very
soundly by a score of 65 to 53.
The following day. the women
de.\ea\ed 'Re.'b'"~Co\\.e'l,e 6'3 \0 '54.
in tne final round and took the
Championship trophy from the
tournament. Juniors Dana
Curran and Jessica Aguiar took
home the honor of being named
to the All-Tournament Team.
Curran came away with the
MVP Award with a total 01 37
points scored during the week-
end. "It's always a plus to beat
the home team at a tournament, fi
said Coach Carol Anne Beach.
The opening tournament must
have been an indicator for their
season. Since then, the Camels
have lost only once and main-
tain a winning record to date of
5 and 1. The Camels went on to
play Clark at home on Novem-
ber 28. Although the team lost
76 to 69, it was a close and well-
played game. Although the
Camels lost, "the team played
well," said Beach. "Clark was
tough."
The following Thursday,
Conn played Wesleyan at home.
Inwhat Curran called a "blow-
out", the Camels crushed
Wesleyan by thirty points 66 to
36. "Last year, we lost to them
by ten points," said a pleased
Beach. Conn also defeated Gor-
don College at Gordon on De-
cember2. The Camels won 59 to
-
45.
Tuesday, December 5 brought
Conn up against last year' s nem-
esis Salve Regina. Salve kept
Conn out of the ECAC Tourna-
ment in a Joss that was "in the
back of our minds" according to
Beach. However, Conn did not
have a repeat of last year's de-
feat. In fact, they beat Salve
Regina soundly by a score of 82
to 66. Curran scored 34 points
which to date is her season's
best. Curran also came within
three points of breaking a school
record for most points scored
during one game. "The team
was focused," said Beach. "They
got oulto a great lead and played
hard, and I'm impressed with
their effort." The Camels will
face their next opponent Roger
Williams at home on Tuesday.
Curran \eadsthe team inscor-
ingwith an average of 19.7 points
per game. Sophomore Kristen
Harding is second with 10.8
points. Leading rebounds is
sophomore Katherine Moody
with an average 0110.2 per game
and Curran follows with 7.5.
"So far this season, it's been
very positive," said team cap-
tain senior Tara Sorensen. "Ev-
ery win boosts our confidence."
The team is working hard and
improving with every game ac-
cordingtoCurran,Sorensen,and
Beach. "Our record shows it,"
said Beach. "It is truly a team
effort." There are many return-
ing players this season, and there
are only four new freshman and
one new sophomore. The fresh-
man have been battling injuries
at the very beginning of the sea-
son, but Curran seems to have
confidence in the bench. "Our
ability to sub-in has been better
than last year," said Curran.
"There's no different talent, but
there isa cohesion that we didn't
have last year." Coach Beach
agrees. "The team is beginning
to understand each player's
role," said Beach, "and that
seems to make it click. Theyare
a bunch 01 hard working
people."
The Men'. Hockey team are back in their winning ways
Ewn CoppollJ/Photography Editor
Men's Hockey hopes quick
start will continue after break
DEREK CRUMP
The College Voice
The men's hockey team has
had a roder coaster of a season
SO far this year. In thepast three
weeks, they have won a tourna-
ment, lost a big lead, tied, and
then won again. They are back
to their winning ways now with
confidence and respect. The
team's success on the ice, and
lack thereof, has been a product
of many things.
Two weeks ago, Conn trav-
eled to Wesleyan to play in the
Spurrier Tournament. While
everybody else was feeding their
faces with turkey, the hockey
team was feeding on NESCAC
opponents. Inthe first round of
the tournament, Connecticut
beat arch-rival Trinity 7-5 in an
all out team effort. The follow-
ing day Conn was able to de-
stroy Amherst5-2 and take home
the coveted trophy. The
pucksters were hoping to take
their three game winning streak
to Maine country.
The train,however, was some-
how derailed hallway through
the second period in Bowdoin.
The Camels led the game 5-1
before falling to Bowdoin in the
lastminute7-<i. Itseems thatthe
Sorensen looks forward to next
semester and with the prospect
01defeating school rival Trinity
"they are always a big game lor
team will live and die on the
maturity of the new players. The
lollowing night Conn. lost to
hockey powerhouse Colby, 7-3.
The trip, as disastrous as it
was, took a turn for the worse.
Sunday found half the team -
including the coach-praying to
the porcelain god. Apparently,
the infected sandwiches bought
at a nearby deli were to blame.
This was a bad sign when the
realization of a mid-week game
set in.
Last Wednesday, the Camels
traveled toWorcester,somehow
pronounced "Woo-ster", to play
the Catholic kids 01Holy Cross.
The game was almost a must
win for the Camels. The team
knows it must win the games it
is supposed to win to have a
shot at the post-season.
The first period was frustrat-
ing as the Camels were unable
to capitalize on a bunch of
chances. After a scoreless lirst
period, the line known as "the
Legion" turned up the heat as
David Getschow scored. Speak-
ing lor his line, Skip Miller 01the
Legion said, "We want the world
to know the 'Legion' is here."
Holy Cross retaliated and net-
ted two goals in the second. The
third period was a test for the
pucksters. They went down 3-1
us," said Sorensen. "It will be
hard to come back from a break
in the season, but we will be
successful." Beach said that the
Athlete of theWeek
in the third but were able to
persevere and score two goals
late in the third lor the tie. Jean
Labbe and Skip Miller scored
the goals.
Overtime was scoreless and a
win slipped through the lingers
of the Camels, and much like
.kissing your sister, the Camels
tied.
Saturday afternoon brought a
different result against the Jum-
bos of Tufts. After going down
early 1-0, David Kessler scored
with 5 seconds left in the first.
The Camels came out with ven-
geance in the second with 4 un-
answered goals by Kessler, Geol
Gallagher, Getschow and Miller.
The third period went like the
lirst as the Camels sat back and
watched Tufts score two goals
to Conn's one. The linal was 6-
3, despite the victory it was an
ugly win.
The team heads into break
with a 4-3-1 record. While it is
respectable, the team knows it
could be better. Chris Ruggiero
-remarked, "It has been a frus-
trating first semester because
with the caliber of the players
we have, we feel we should be
winning more games. We have
high expectations for the rest 01
the season which hopefully in-
cludes the post-season."
teams will be tougher simply
because "we have to face more
opponents next semester."
The athlete of the week is Jennifer Plees, member of the Conn diving team.
Congratualtions on being qualified for the New Englands! Wewish you luck!
